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We present a general slow-roll formalism within braneworld-motivated cosmologies with non-
standard effective Friedmann equations. Full towers of parameters involving either the inflaton
potential or the Hubble parameter are constructed and the dynamics of non-tachyonic and tachyonic
fields are considered in detail; exact cosmological solutions and the inflationary attractor condition
are provided. We compare scalar-driven and tachyon-driven accelerating eras through slow-roll
correspondence and the observational imprint on early-universe structures.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 04.50.+h
I. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by recent developments of string, superstring and M theories, several models for a multidimensional
target spacetime have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Soon they found important applications in cosmology by
revitalizing the idea that the visible universe is a (3+1)-dimensional variety (a 3-brane) embedded in a bulk with some
extra dimensions, either non-compact or compactified [8, 9, 10]. Typically, the background metric on the brane is the
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric and the Einstein equations are modified in accordance with the gravity
model permeating the whole spacetime. This in turn produces the basic FRW equations for the cosmological evolution;
for a comprehensive review, see [11, 12]. In particular, the Randall-Sundrum scenarios [6, 7] and their Gauss-Bonnet
generalization [13, 14] (see also [15, 16] and references therein) seem promising because of their high-energy features,
while preserving the standard cosmology in the low-energy limit.
In order to reconcile cosmological and astrophysical observations with the standard big bang scenario, it is sufficient
(but not necessary) to invoke the inflationary paradigm; according to it, the early Universe experienced a phase of
accelerated expansion driven by an effective cosmological constant. This mechanism is triggered by the dynamics of
a scalar field rolling down its potential and may also provide an explanation for the present phase of acceleration; in
the most famous version of inflation, the rolling is slow enough to justify the adoption of the slow-roll (SR) formalism.
For a review of primordial 4D inflation and the SR approach, see [17]. Recently, due to many progresses made in
understanding the vacuum structure of string theory (in particular, see [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]),
the eventuality that the scalar field is tachyonic has been explored.
In this paper we develop a general SR formalism starting from a FRW equation which is polynomial in the brane
energy density, H2 ∝ ρq; by this way we obtain a Hamilton-Jacobi and SR formulation of the cosmological evolution
which is valid for many known braneworld theories either in a particular energy limit or time interval. We will restrict
ourselves to a brane filled (1) with a scalar or (2) with a tachyon field with an effective Dirac-Born-Infeld action
provided by the low coupling limit of non-perturbative string theory. The advantages of this approach are several. It
provides a concise and versatile formalism to explore different cosmological models and determine their main features,
such as exact classes of solutions, the inflationary attractor and the inflationary imprint on the structure formation
of the early Universe.
A general example of such a braneworld-generated cosmological equation is given in [30]. This model has been used
to describe the post-inflationary evolution and in this case has been dubbed “Cardassian cosmology” [31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Here, we will take a rather different perspective and ask how a period of non-standard
expansion can modify the usual early-Universe picture.
The plan of this work is the following: in Sec. II we motivate the “patch cosmology” approach and set the background
equations, both for a scalar and a tachyon field. Section III is devoted to the slow-roll formalism and its consequences
in the scalar and tachyon scenarios. The inflationary attractor is then considered in Sec. IV, while in Sec. V we
construct some exact cosmological solutions; these sections are presented in a self-contained manner. In Sec. VI we
calculate next-to-lowest order scalar spectral amplitudes and indices and compare 4D and Randall-Sundrum models
through consistency equations. The intertwine between scalar-driven and tachyon-driven cosmologies is stressed in
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2Sec. VII and in the Appendix we use the slow-roll correspondence between tachyonic and non-tachyonic dynamics
to estimate the non-Gaussianity produced during a four-dimensional tachyon-driven inflationary period. Conclusions
are in Sec. VIII.
II. BACKGROUND COSMOLOGY
A. Gauss-Bonnet braneworld and energy patches
Let us start with the five-dimensional bulk action for the Gauss-Bonnet braneworld:
S =
1
2κ25
∫
M
d5x
√−g5
[
R− 2Λ5 + α
(
R2 − 4RµνRµν +RµνρσRµνρσ
)]
+ S∂ + Smatter . (1)
Here κ25 = 8π/m
3
5 is the five-dimensional gravitational coupling, g5 is the determinant of the 5D metric, Λ5 < 0 is the
bulk cosmological constant and α = 1/(8gs) > 0 is the Gauss-Bonnet coupling, where gs is the string energy scale.
The action includes a pure geometrical boundary term S∂ and the matter contribution which is confined on the brane.
The gravitational part of the action is a natural generalization in five dimensions of the Einstein-Hilbert action (see
[43] for a general discussion) and, from a fundamental physics point of view, it comes from zeroth + leading order
stringy corrections to gravity. Assuming a perfect fluid matter and a Z2 symmetry across the brane, the effective
Friedmann equation on the brane is [43, 44, 45]
H2 =
c+ + c− − 2
8α
, (2a)
where H is the Hubble parameter and, defining
√
α/2κ25 ≡ σ−10 ,
c± =

[(
1 +
4
3
αΛ5
)3/2
+
(
σ
σ0
)2]1/2
± σ
σ0

2/3
; (2b)
σ is the matter energy density which we will assume to be decomposed into a matter contribution plus the brane
tension λ: σ = ρ + λ. Expanding Eq. (2) to quadratic order in σ one recovers the Friedmann equation of the
Randall-Sundrum type II scenario with vanishing 4D cosmological constant [46, 47, 48, 49, 50], provided
κ45 =
6κ24
λ
(
1 +
4
3
Λ5α
)
, λ =
3
2ακ24
[
1−
(
λκ45
6κ24
)1/2]
,
where κ24 = 8π/m
2
4 and m4 is the four-dimensional Planck mass. We can now recognize three main energy regimes
resulting in particular limits of the Friedmann equation:
1. σ/σ0 ≫ 1 : In this “pure Gauss-Bonnet” high-energy regime, we have a non-standard cosmology
H2 =
(
κ25
16α
)2/3
σ2/3 . (3)
2. λ/σ0 ≪ σ/σ0 ≪ 1 : When the energy density is far below the 5D or string scale but ρ≫ λ, we have a Hubble
parameter
H2 =
κ24
6λ
ρ2 . (4)
3. ρ/σ0 ≪ σ/σ0 ≪ 1 : The standard four-dimensional scenario is recovered when the brane grows stiff with respect
to its matter content, ρ≪ λ:
H2 =
κ24
3
ρ . (5)
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FIG. 1: The Hubble parameter as a function of the energy density in the Gauss-Bonnet scenario and its energy approximations.
The solid line is the full Gauss-Bonnet cosmology [Eq. (2)], the lower dashed line is the high-energy Gauss-Bonnet regime [Eq.
(3)] and the upper dashed line is the full Randall-Sundrum regime.
The Friedmann equation (2) and its energy approximations are plotted in Fig. 1.
Equations (3)–(5) are considerably simpler than the full Gauss-Bonnet equation (2) and in many practical cases
one of the three energy regimes is assumed. Therefore, it can be useful to study a cosmological patch, that is a region
of time and energy in which H2 ∝ ρq holds for some constant q, and apply the resulting general equations to any case
of interest, let it be a particular limit of either the Gauss-Bonnet braneworld or another scenario where the visible
Universe is confined on a four-dimensional variety embedded in a higher-dimensional spacetime. The parameter q,
which describes the effective degrees of freedom from gravity, could live in a non-standard range of values because
of the introduction of non-perturbative stringy effects or, just to mention some possibilities, for the presence of a
complicated geometrical framework with either compact and non-compact extra dimensions, multiple and/or folding
branes configurations, and so on. Even if this were not the case, a patch formulation of the cosmological problem
would provide a compact notation for many situations. Of course, this approach will be valid far from transitions
between patches; in fact, the Hubble parameter will be a more or less complicated function of the energy density, say
Eq. (2), with smooth transitions from an energy (and SR) regime to the other.
In the rest of this section, we investigate the properties of a single flat energy patch with general effective Friedmann
equation
H2 = β2qρ
q , (6)
where q is constant and βq > 0 is some factor with energy dimension [βq] = E
1−2q. We neglect any contribution from
the Weyl tensor and assume, without further analysis, there is some confinement mechanism for a perfect fluid with
equation of state p = wρ and continuity equation
ρ˙+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0 . (7)
This is equivalent to the local covariant conservation of the energy-momentum tensor. Differentiating Eq. (6) with
respect to time and using Eq. (7), one gets
˙˜
H = −3
2
qβqH˜
θ(ρ+ p) (8)
= −3
2
qβqH˜
2(1 + w) , (9)
where H˜ ≡ H/βq and the exponent
θ ≡ 2
(
1− 1
q
)
, (10)
is shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2: The parameter θ(q). The three cosmologies described in the text are: high-energy Gauss-Bonnet [θ(2/3) = −1],
standard four-dimensional [θ(1) = 0] and high-energy Randall-Sundrum [θ(2) = 1].
If one imposes the dominant energy condition, ρ ≥ |p|, Eq. (9) states that the Hubble length1 RH = H−1 is
monotonic during its time evolution, increasing if q > 0 (the lower branch with θ < 2) and decreasing if q < 0 (θ > 2).
On the contrary, the particle horizon Rc(t) = a(t)
∫ t
t0
dt′/a(t′), which defines the causally connected region centered
in the observer, is always increasing in an expanding universe, R˙c = 1 +HRc > 0, and its comoving counterpart is
always increasing also, (Rc/a)
.
> 0. We will denote with a subscript 0 any quantity evaluated at the reference initial
time t0. For a constant index w,
ρ = ρ0
(
a
a0
)−3(1+w)
, (11)
while the scale factor is
a(t) = a0 [1 + ǫHH0(t− t0)]1/ǫH , (12)
where
ǫH ≡ − H˙
H2
=
3q(1 + w)
2
. (13)
Thus the upper branch solution satisfying the dominant energy condition represents a super-inflationary2 (H˙ > 0)
expanding (H > 0) universe in a “pre-big-bang” era with time running from t0 to eventually t¯ = t0 − 1/(ǫHH0) > t0,
where one encounters a singularity with infinite scale factor and vanishing energy density. Since any patch should be
regarded as a model with a limited time interval of validity, its long-range evolution is a true problem only for well-
established regimes. Anyway, we will consider only positive q, which is the case of all the known realistic cosmologies,
and come back to this issue in Sec. VIII.
Whenever cosmological equations can be applied both in the scalar and tachyon case, the inflaton field will be
generically indicated as ψ. Table I summarizes the three main cosmological regimes. For completeness, we have also
shown the de Sitter (dS) solution with constant Hubble parameter, when H = β0 = constant, a¨/a = β
2
0 > 0 and
inflation is driven by a cosmological constant with equation of state w = −1. Also, this case can be obtained via the
formal limit q → 0. The de Sitter regime is the idealization of the extreme slow-roll (ESR) approximation, ψ˙ ≈ 0. In
this regime, the kinetic term of the action is strongly subdominant with respect to the potential itself and H˜ ≈ V q/2.
1 The Hubble length is the proper distance from the observer of an object the observer sees moving with the cosmological expansion at
the velocity of light.
2 With standard FRW equations, q = 1, super-inflationary models are those with w < −1 [51].
5TABLE I: The energy regimes described in the text. The de Sitter case can be seen as the asymptotic cosmology with q → 0.
Here, ǫmax = wmax + 1 is the maximum value for the index of the equation of state allowing inflation. Note that, in the
Gauss-Bonnet regime, ǫ = ǫH .
Regime q θ β2q ǫmax
dS 0 ∞ H2 0
GB 2/3 −1 (κ25/16α)
2/3 1
4D 1 0 κ24/3 2/3
RS2 2 1 κ24/6λ 1/3
B. Patch cosmology with a scalar field
In the following we will consider an inflationary four-dimensional flat universe filled with an homogeneous scalar
field with energy density and pressure
ρ =
φ˙2
2
+ V (φ) = p+ 2V (φ) , (14)
and effective equation of motion
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V ′ = 0 , (15)
where dots stand for synchronous-time derivatives and a prime denotes φ derivative. From Eq. (8),
˙˜
H = −3
2
qβqH˜
θφ˙2 ; (16)
equivalently, we can regard H as a function of φ:
H˜ ′
H˜θ
= −3
2
qβqφ˙ , (17)
where the last passage is possible if φ varies monotonically with time. Equations (6), (7) and (14) then give
2
(3qβq)2
H˜ ′2
H˜2θ
− H˜2−θ + V = 0 . (18)
Equations (6), (17) and (18) are the Hamilton-Jacobi equations; they are in agreement with the equations found in
the low energy limit (4D) [52, 53], in the Randall-Sundrum high-energy limit (RS2) [54] and in the Gauss-Bonnet
high-energy limit (GB) [55].
C. Patch cosmology with a tachyon field
The deep interplay between small-scale non-perturbative string theory (especially in the effective Born-Infeld action
formulation) and large-scale braneworld scenarios has raised the interest in a tachyon field as an inflationary mechanism
[56, 57]. Subsequently, the problem has been studied in a more cosmological fashion [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66,
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83]. Throughout this paper, a “tachyon” is by definition
any scalar field T with effective action S =
∫
d4xL and Lagrangian [21, 58, 84, 85, 86, 87]
L = −V (T )
√
− det[gµν − f(T )∂µT∂νT ] . (19)
Here, gµν is the induced four-dimensional FRW metric on the brane, T is the real tachyon field with dimension
[T ] = E−1, f is a function of T and V > 0 is the potential, which is exact to all orders in Regge slope but at the tree
level in gs. In the following, without loss of generality we will assume that f(T ) = 1 and T = T (t) is homogeneous
and monotonic, say, T˙ > 0. In the case of a D − D¯ system, the field T is complex due to the Chan-Paton structure,
but many of the following arguments will hold in this case too. Often, the tensor Gµν = gµν − ∂µT∂νT is called
6the tachyon metric. Moreover, we will leave the exact form of the potential unspecified, except in Sec. V; if V were
constant, the model would correspond to a brane filled with Chaplygin gas, p = −V 2/ρ, which at late times behaves
as an effective cosmological constant (e.g., [88, 89]). Otherwise, in general the potential will have a maximum at
T0 = 0 and a local minimum V (T∗) = 0 either at T∗ finite or at infinity. In the latter case, there are no oscillations
and a reheating mechanism appears difficult [66, 67].
The tachyon energy density and pressure read, respectively,
ρ =
V (T )√
1− T˙ 2
, (20)
p = −V (T )
√
1− T˙ 2 = −V (T )
2
ρ
. (21)
Note that when T˙ 2 → 1, the tachyon behaves as a pressureless gas. The continuity equation (7) gives the equation of
motion
T¨
1− T˙ 2 + 3HT˙ + (lnV )
′ = 0 , (22)
where V is differentiated with respect to T . Equation (9) then gives
H˜ ′
H˜2
= −3
2
qβqT˙ . (23)
By this equation and Eqs. (6) and (20), we have
4
(3qβq)2
H˜ ′2
H˜2θ
− H˜2(2−θ) + V 2 = 0 . (24)
Equations (6), (23) and (24) are the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the tachyon; they agree with [55, 59].
III. SLOW-ROLL FORMALISM IN BRANEWORLD COSMOLOGIES
According to the inflationary idea, an era of accelerated expansion is driven by a scalar field slowly “rolling” down
its potential into a local minimum. The use of the slow-roll formalism [90, 91, 92, 93] simplifies the study of many
consequences of inflation; however, it can also be considered as an effective notation for some recurrent dimensionless
combinations of cosmological quantities, without imposing any condition on their magnitude. We will keep calling
these parameters “slow-roll” in this case, too. The most commonly used SR towers rely upon two different quantities,
the geometrical Hubble parameter H and the dynamical inflaton potential V . We will name these towers H-SR
and V-SR, respectively, and explore some of their properties in the general cosmology (6). Other SR towers can be
constructed for particular cosmological scenarios or analyses [15, 94, 95, 96, 97]. We will also consider what happens
in the case of a tachyonic field.
A. H-SR parameters for a scalar field
The H-SR tower is defined as
ǫφH,0 ≡ ǫH = −d lnH
d ln a
, (25a)
ǫφH,n ≡
n∏
i=1
{
−d ln
[
(H ′H−θ)(i−1)
]
d ln a
}1/n
, n ≥ 1 , (25b)
7where (n) is the n-th φ derivative. For a scalar field, the first three parameters, which are those appearing in all the
main expressions for cosmological observables, are
ǫφH ≡ ǫφH,0 = 3q φ˙
2/2
V + φ˙2/2
, (26)
ηφH ≡ ǫφH,1 = −d ln φ˙
d ln a
= − φ¨
Hφ˙
, (27)
ξ2
φH
≡ ǫ2
φH,2 =
1
H2
(
φ¨
φ˙
).
=
...
φ
H2φ˙
− η2
φH
. (28)
For q > 0, the Hubble length is always non-decreasing; therefore, ǫH = R˙H ≥ 0. Moreover, we have a precise definition
for the beginning of the inflationary era, since a¨/a = H2(1 − ǫH) > 0 iff ǫH(t) < 1; the end of inflation is set by
ǫH(t∗) = 1. The condition ǫH ≪ 1 (ESR regime) permits to neglect the first term in the left hand side of Eq. (18),
that can be recast as
V =
(
1− 1
3q
ǫH
)
H˜2/q , (29)
while |ηH | ≪ 1 is equivalent to assume the attractor solution φ˙ ≈ −V ′/3H from Eq. (15). Consequently, all the
dynamical information is encoded in the SR parameters. Equation (16) can be rewritten in terms of ǫH , giving
φ˙2 =
2
3q
H˜2/qǫH . (30)
From Eq. (13), it follows that
w =
2
3q
ǫH − 1 ; (31)
thus the scalar field behaves almost like an effective cosmological constant in the SR approximation, w >∼ −1. The
condition for inflation is then w < −1 + 2/3q.
Noting that H¨ = 2HH˙[(−1 + 1/q) ǫH − ηH ], we have
ǫ˙φH = 2HǫφH
(
1
q
ǫφH − ηφH
)
, (32)
η˙φH = H
(
ǫφHηφH − ξ2φH
)
. (33)
Differentiation with respect to the scalar field yields ǫ′
φH,n = ǫ˙φH,n/φ˙ ; by Eq. (30), the resulting prefactor H/φ˙ can
be expressed as
H
φ˙
= +
(
3qβ2q
2
H˜θ
ǫH
)1/2
, (34)
where the plus sign has been chosen in order to have a slow rolling down the potential with φ˙ > 0. This is always
possible by a redefinition φ→ −φ.
A final comment is in order: when defined, a SR tower is dynamical (i.e., does say something about the dynamics of
the Hamilton-Jacobi equations) either when constraints on the form and magnitude of the SR parameters are applied,
or when distinct SR definitions are related through the Hamilton-Jacobi equations themselves. For example, the H-SR
tower relies on the parameter ǫH , which is its fundamental ground; as far as one does not assume any specific link
between the Hubble parameter (and its derivatives) and the fields living on the brane, it is clear there will be no
knowledge about the evolution of the system. However, when rewriting these H-parameters in terms of φ˙ through
the second Hamilton-Jacobi equation, these parameters become dynamical. This ambiguity may lead to confusion in
some situations; an interesting discussion on related issues can be found in [98].
8B. V-SR parameters for a scalar field
The H-SR hierarchy is an elegant instrument of analysis coming from the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of the
equations of motion. However, in many cases investigation starts from the inflaton potential V and not from the
Hubble parameter, whose shape must be determined by the Hamilton-Jacobi equations which are not always readily
solvable. So, it is convenient to define another SR tower and try to relate it to the original one, namely,
ǫφV ,0 ≡ q
6β2q
V ′2
V 1+q
, (35a)
ǫφV ,n ≡ 1
3β2q
[
V (n+1)(V ′)n−1
V nq
]1/n
, n ≥ 1 , (35b)
where again we have introduced by hand the first parameter. Therefore,
ǫφV ≡ ǫφV ,0 , (36)
ηφV ≡ ǫφV ,1 = 1
3β2q
V ′′
V q
, (37)
ξ2
φV
≡ ǫ2
φV ,2 =
1
(3β2q )
2
V ′′′V ′
V 2q
, (38)
and their derivatives with respect to the scalar field are
ǫ′
φV
= −q V
′
V
[(
1 +
1
q
)
ǫφV − ηφV
]
, (39)
η′
φV
= − q
2ǫφV
V ′
V
[
2ǫφV ηφV − ξ2φV
]
, (40)
where
−V
′
V
=
(
6β2q
q
ǫφV V
q−1
)1/2
. (41)
The conditions ǫV ≪ 1 and |ηV | ≪ 1 are necessary to drop the kinetic term in Eq. (6) and the acceleration term in Eq.
(15) but they are not sufficient. In general, this SR formalism requires a further assumption, namely, φ˙ ≈ −V ′/3H ,
which is easy enough to be satisfied. This determines the minus sign in Eq. (41), provided φ˙ > 0.
C. H-SR parameters for a tachyon
In the tachyonic case, the first H-SR parameters are [see Eq. (13)]
ǫH =
3q
2
T˙ 2 , (42)
ηH = − T¨
HT˙
− T˙
H
(
V ′
V
+
1
1− T˙ 2
)
. (43)
Equation (42) shows that tachyonic inflation is similar to k-inflation [99]. The condition ǫH ≪ 1 corresponds to neglect
the derivative term in Eq. (24) and set H˜2 ≈ V q: using Eqs. (6), (20) and (42), one gets
V 2 =
(
1− 2
3q
ǫH
)
H˜4/q . (44)
However, the expression for ηH is not very precise from a dynamical point of view because the equation of motion
has now a factor 1/(1− T˙ 2) attached to the second derivative that should be taken into account when neglecting the
9acceleration term. This suggests to redefine the SR tower by introducing “covariant derivation” with respect to the
tachyon metric:
ǫ¯H,0 ≡ ǫ¯H ≡ ǫH , (45a)
ǫ¯H,n ≡
n∏
i=1

− 1
1− T˙ 2
d ln
[(√
1−T˙ 2
V
H′
Hθ
)(i−1)]
d ln a

1/n
(45b)
=
n∏
i=1
{
− 1
1− 23q ǫ¯H,0
d ln
[
(
√
ǫ¯H,0)
(i−1)
]
d ln a
}1/n
, n ≥ 1 , (45c)
where in the last passage we have used Eqs. (42) and (23).
We can now give a physical interpretation of the tachyon Lagrangian (19), that in our case is
L = −a3V√1− ǫ , (46)
where ǫ ≡ 2ǫH/3q = T˙ 2. The first thing to note is that, if V 6= 0, then the Lagrangian is defined only for ǫ < 1.
This implies that all the cosmologies with q ≤ 2/3 and a tachyon on the brane with the above non-zero effective
Lagrangian experience an accelerated expansion,3 while those with q > 2/3 can be either accelerating or decelerating,
depending on the evolution of ǫ. The Gauss-Bonnet high-energy regime is the limiting case; this fact suggested a
scenario with an interesting role for the tachyon [15], which however seems to have some problems [83]. Suppose that
q ≤ 2/3 and, at some time t∗, the accelerated phase stops, ǫ(t∗) = 1: then the tachyon action vanishes. In a string-
theoretical framework, when the tachyon reaches the minimum of the potential, the unstable D-brane on which it
lives annihilates and decays into the closed string vacuum. Put into another language, in the limit ǫ→ 1, the tachyon
metric becomes asymptotically Carrollian, Gµν ∼ −a2 diag(0 , 1 , 1 , 1). This property, called Carrollian confinement
[76, 100], holds for other tachyon effective metrics. Since in the Carroll limit there is no signal propagation, again the
string interpretation is that no open tachyonic modes can propagate after the condensation (see also [101]).
On the other hand, it can be seen that the vanishing of the Lagrangian (46) is not the end of the story by
reformulating the theory in the canonical formalism [87]. Defining the conjugate comoving momentum density
ΠT ≡ 1√−g
∂L
∂T˙
=
V T˙√
1− T˙ 2
= ρT˙ , (47)
the density Hamiltonian H = ρ in the canonical variables is
H = ΠT T˙ − L =
√
Π2T + V
2 , (48)
which is well defined in the condensation limit. Moreover, in string theory the absence of perturbative open modes
translates to the fact that, near the minimum of the potential, the string coupling gs = O(1) and the effective
action description might fail down. Possibly, in a cosmological-brane context the vanishing of the tachyon action is a
fictitious effect coming from the simplified FRW equation (6) and the associated dynamics. Actually, a more realistic
model would have some implemented mechanism by which, and depending on the position of the minimum of the
potential, the consequent cosmological evolution would probably experience a (pre) reheating phase, or a transition to
a scalar-driven inflation, in a time interval centered in t∗. Similar considerations hold when q > 2/3 and the Hubble
parameter goes through a boost of the growth rate, recovering late post-inflationary cosmology.
Let us go back to the SR tower. From Eq. (45) we have
η¯H ≡ ǫ¯H,1 = − 1
1− T˙ 2
T¨
HT˙
, (49)
ξ¯2
H
≡ ǫ¯2
H,2 =
1
1− T˙ 2
1
H2
(
T¨
T˙
).
=
1
(1− T˙ 2)2
...
T
H2T˙
− η¯2
H
. (50)
3 This may be an early-universe inflationary phase as well as the present acceleration period.
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Since T˙ ∼ √ǫ¯H , one can express any T -derivative as a time derivative with a purely geometrical factor in front. For
example, ǫ¯′
H,n = ǫ˙H,n
√
3q/2ǫ¯H. These expressions carry an extra contribution due to the adopted SR definition, by
which η¯H ≈ O[ǫ¯H(1 + ǫ¯H + · · · )]. If one wants to keep the spirit of the SR expansion, and neglect by definition these
next-to-lowest order terms, one may trade Eqs. (45) and (25) for an intermediate definition, by dropping the overall
factor in Eq. (45c),
ǫTH,0 ≡ ǫH , (51a)
ǫTH,n ≡
n∏
i=1
{
−d ln
[
(H ′H−2)(i−1)
]
d ln a
}1/n
. (51b)
Application of this SR tower will be seen in the following Sections. For the moment, let us note that Eq. (51) is
formally the same as Eq. (25) when expressed, with a slight abuse of notation, as a function of the velocity field T˙
(φ˙),
ǫn
ψH,n =
n∏
i=1
−d ln[ψ˙(i−1)]
d ln a
. (52)
Finally, since ηTH = −T¨ /(HT˙ ), one gets
ǫ˙TH = −2HǫTHηTH , (53)
η˙TH = H
(
ǫTHηTH − ξ2TH
)
. (54)
D. V-SR parameters for a tachyon
Defining U ≡ lnV (T ), from the SR approximation T˙ ≈ −U ′/3H and Eqs. (42) and (53), we can guess the SR
parameters as functions of V :
ǫTV ≡ q
6β2q
U ′2
V q
, (55)
ηTV ≡ −ǫTV + 1
3β2q
U ′′
V q
. (56)
The complete SR tower comes from the Hubble tower by substituting ǫTH with ǫTV and putting H = βqV
q/2, thus
getting
ǫTV ,0 ≡ ǫTV , (57a)
ǫTV ,n ≡ 1
3β2q
[
(U ′)n−1
V nq/2
(
U ′
V nq/2
)(n)]1/n
, n ≥ 1 . (57b)
Different SR parameters can be found in [64, 81]. Note that
ǫ′
TV
= qU ′ηTV , (58)
η′
TV
= qU ′
(
ηTV +
ξ2
TV
2ǫTV
)
. (59)
E. SR towers and energy dependence
It is possible to relate the two SR towers by some simple energy-dependent relations. Here we will restrict ourselves
to the first three parameters and define f = 1/3q. From Eq. (29) we get the exact relation
ǫφV =
ǫφH
9
(3− ηφH)2
(1− fǫφH)1+q . (60)
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Then, noting that V ′ = φ˙H(ηφH − 3) and V ′′ = H2[3(ǫφH + ηφH)− η2φH − ξ2φH ], one has
ηφV =
(ǫφH + ηφH)− 13 (η2φH + ξ2φH)
(1− fǫφH)q . (61)
Finally, noting that V ′′′ = −3H3[θǫ2
φH
+ 3ǫφHηφH + ξ
2
φH
] +O(ǫ3
φH
), we obtain, to first H-SR order,
ǫφV ≈ ǫφH , (62)
ηφV ≈ ηφH + ǫφH , (63)
ξ2
φV
≈ ξ2
φH
+ 3ǫφHηφH + θǫ
2
φH
. (64)
These equations allow us to shift from one hierarchy to the other, according to the most convenient approach. Both the
SR towers show an explicit dependence on the energy scale because of the definitions, Eqs. (25) and (35). Sometimes,
this energy dependence can be hidden by proper manipulations of the definitions; however, when differentiating SR
parameters, Eqs. (32) and (39), the resulting SR combinations contain some factor q. Other definitions of the SR
tower may have only implicit energy dependence through Eq. (6); for example,
ǫn ≡ −∂
n+1H
H∂nH
, (65)
where ∂n indicates the n-th synchronous-time derivative. It turns out that
ǫ˙n = Hǫn(ǫ0 + ǫn − ǫn+1) . (66)
This tower is related to Eq. (25), since
ǫH = ǫ0 , (67)
2 ηφH = −θǫ0 + ǫ1 , (68)
2 ξ2
φH
= ǫ1ǫ2 − ǫ21 + θǫ0(ǫ0 − ǫ1) , (69)
and so on. Because of the absence of the 1/n power, definition (65) does not permit a power truncation similar to that
of the traditional SR towers, unless one imposes a constraint such as ∂n¯+1H = 0 and ∂n¯H 6= 0, for some maximum n¯.
In the tachyon case, from Eqs. (44), (23) and (42) one has
ǫTV =
ǫTH
(1− 2fǫTH)q/2
[
1− ηTH
6(1− 2fǫTH)
]2
. (70)
Then, using
ǫ′
TH
= −H
√
2ǫTH
f
ηTH , (71)
ǫ′′
TH
=
H2
f
(
η2
TH
+ ξ2
TH
)
, (72)
η′
TH
=
H√
2fǫTH
(
ǫTHηTH − ξ2TH
)
, (73)
H ′ = −
√
ǫTH
2f
H2 , (74)
we get
ηTV =
1
(1 − 2fǫTH)q/2
[
ηTH +
2ǫHηTH − η2TH − ξ2TH
6(1− 2fǫTH) −
(24f + 1)ǫTHη
2
TH
36(1− 2fǫTH)2
]
. (75)
Hence, to first H-SR order, ǫTV ≈ ǫTH and ηTV ≈ ηTH .
In Sec. VII we will see one can construct the H-SR tower of the tachyon dynamics from the scalar-field H-SR tower.
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IV. e-FOLDINGS AND INFLATIONARY ATTRACTOR
The number of e-foldings, defined as N(t) =
∫ t∗
t H(t
′)dt′, measures the amount of inflation from the time t, when a
comoving perturbation with wavenumber k(t) = a(t)H(t) crosses the horizon, to the end of inflation at t∗. A typical
“good” number of e-foldings is ≈ 50− 70 and many inflationary models have quite a larger total N . Sometimes it is
useful to perform the integral in the cosmological field; in the scalar field case, from Eq. (34) one gets
N = −
∫ φ∗
φ(t)
3qβ2−θq
2
Hθ+1
H ′
dφ =
∫ φ∗
φ(t)
(
3qβ2−θq
2
Hθ
ǫH
)1/2
dφ , (76)
while for the tachyon case, from Eqs. (23) and (42),
N = −
∫ T∗
T (t)
3q
2
H3
H ′
dT =
∫ T∗
T (t)
(
3q
2
H2
ǫH
)1/2
dT . (77)
Since k(ψ) = H(ψ)a(ψ) = a∗H(ψ) exp[N(ψ)], the logarithmic scale dependence of the field is exactly
dψ
d ln k
=
ψ˙
H(1− ǫH) , (78)
where ψ = φ, T . The predictiveness of inflation depends on the behavior of cosmological solutions with different initial
conditions. If there exists an attractor behavior such that the differences of these solutions rapidly vanish, then the
inflationary (and post-inflationary) physics will generate observables which are independent of the initial conditions.
Let Ho(φ) > 0 be a generic expanding solution (denoted with the subscript o) of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (18)
and consider a linear perturbation δH(φ) which does not reverse the sign of φ˙ > 0. The linearized equation of motion
is then
2σqH˜
′
oδH˜
′ + H˜θ+1o δH˜
[
2θV H˜θ−2o − (2 + θ)
]
= 0 , (79)
where σq ≡ 2/(3qβq)2 > 0. Using Eq. (29), the solution is
δH(φ) = δH(φo) exp
∫ φ
φo
dφ
2σq
[
(2 − θ)
(
1 +
θ
3
ǫφH
)]
H˜θ+1o
H˜ ′o
. (80)
The same procedure can be applied to the tachyon equation of motion, giving
δH(T ) = δH(To) exp
∫ T
To
dT
2σq
[
(2− θ)
(
1 +
θ
3
ǫTH
)]
H˜3o
H˜ ′o
. (81)
All linear perturbations are exponentially damped when the integrand is negative definite and, since H ′o and ψ˙ have
opposing signs when q is positive, this occurs when the term inside square brackets is positive. There are three cases:
1. 0 < θ < 2 (q > 1) : It must be ǫH > −3/θ; this condition is always satisfied, because ǫφH is positive, and it
means that all linear perturbations die away at least exponentially when inflationary solutions approach one
another toward the attractor.
2. θ = 0 (q = 1) : The integrand is proportional to Ho/H
′
o < 0 and any linear perturbation is suppressed.
3. θ < 0 (0 < q < 1) : The damping is achieved when ǫH < 3/|θ|, that is for any inflationary solution with q > 2/5.
All these cases enclose previous computations in literature: [53, 77] for the 4D cosmology, [102] for the Randall-
Sundrum high-energy regime and [55] for the full Gauss-Bonnet cosmology. By Eqs. (76) and (77), assuming the
slow-roll approximation ǫH ≈ const, the inflationary attractor translates into the condition
δH(ψ) ≈ δH(ψo) exp [− (3 + θ ǫH)N ] . (82)
For a given number of e-foldings and θ > 0 (RS case), we obtain an enhanced damping with respect to the 4D case,
while for θ < 0 (GB case) the strength of the attractor is somehow milder. In the case θ > 2 (q < 0), that is when H ′o
and ψ˙ have concording signs, linear perturbations are suppressed when ǫH > −3/θ; both the sides of this inequality
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are negative and in general this relation will not be true. When it is satisfied, we obtain an accelerating universe with
both decreasing Hubble length and energy density, that is a super-inflationary universe. For completeness we note
that, contrary to what happens in 4D cosmology, for general q it is possible to have both a contracting scale factor
and perturbation damping, as it is clear from Eqs. (80) and (81).
We will not address the issue of how efficient inflation can be; this problem has been studied by many authors under
several perspectives. For instance, in the 4D regime, a tachyonic inflationary period turns out to be too short, with a
number of e-folding N = O(10) and an early non-linear regime, δρ/ρ≫ 1 [64, 65, 66]. This has suggested the viability
of a short tachyonic inflation as a means to provide natural initial conditions for a standard scalar inflationary period,4
similarly to what happens in fast-roll inflation [103]. In this sense, a tachyon is not sufficient by itself; nevertheless,
the study of its dynamics is worth of investigation, since in other scenarios, such as Randall-Sundrum, things can
go better than in the four-dimensional case [75, 80]. It is important to stress again that the analysis of this section
is not sufficient to explore all these topics, since we have little constrained the physics involved. This would require
the knowledge of the potential and, of course, the gravity framework; perhaps, the most dramatic lack is a condition
stating when the confinement of the field on the brane is reliable. These considerations are particularly true in the
Gauss-Bonnet scenario, in which the damping condition is critical; see, e.g., [15, 83].
As a final remark, we note that Eq. (82) roughly encodes the effects coming from extra dimensions in a term
proportional to θ inside the exponential. For one non-compact extra dimension, this term contributes at most ±N
extra e-foldings, both the sign and magnitude depending on whether the bulk physics in a given energy regime either
enhances or opposes the braneworld inflationary expansion. It would be interesting to interpret this result as a general
feature of braneworld models and relate the parameter |θ| to the geometrical setup of the system (number of extra-
dimensions and non-compact directions, number of branes and their configuration, etc.); this check would require
concrete gravity models with non-standard Friedmann equations, which is beyond the scope of the present work.
V. EXACT COSMOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS
So far we have left undetermined the form of the potential V (ψ). Investigation with a few examples shows that, in
general, there exists a mapping between scalar and tachyon potentials, in the sense that, chosen a time dependence
for the scale factor a(t), from the Hamilton-Jacobi equations (29) and (44) there can be found potentials that solves
exactly the cosmological equations in the two cases [61, 62, 73]. We are going to see this in some detail in this section.
The scheme to follow is: (1) from a(t), find H(t) and the first SR parameter; (2) from Eqs. (29) and (44), find
V (t); (3) from Eqs. (30) and (42), find ψ(t) and the other SR parameters; (4) substitute t = t(ψ) to find V (ψ). In
general, the initial time t0 will not be the origin of time because each solution will be exact in a given patch and
not in the entire arc of time from the big bang singularity to, say, the end of inflation. For immediate reference, we
summarize the classes of solutions found for the three main energy regimes in Tables II, III, IV and V. The space
of parameters is chosen in order to have positive q, positive potentials,5 real inflaton fields and a strictly expanding
universe; contracting cases will be discussed briefly.
A. Scalar field models
The two classes of models we are going to study have been widely used in literature. Let us start with a power-law
scale factor,
a(t) = tn , H =
n
t
, n > 0 . (83)
The SR parameters are
ǫφH = q ηφH =
√
q ξφH =
1
n
, (84)
4 Then, this standard inflation lasts a sufficient number of e-folding and dilutes the perturbation structure generated by the tachyonic
phase.
5 Negative potentials have been studied, e.g., in [103, 104]. Note that the equation of motion of the tachyon possesses a symmetry
V → −V .
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and the potential is
V (t) =
(
1− 1
3qn
)(
n
βqt
)2/q
, n >
1
3q
. (85)
Now, since φ˙ ∝ t−1/q, we must discuss the case q = 1 separately. If 0 < q 6= 1, then
φ(t) =
2
θ
(
2
3qn
)1/2 (
n
βq
)1/q
tθ/2 , (86)
and
V (φ) = Aq,n φ
−4/(qθ) , (87)
where Aq,n is a coefficient depending on q and n. Note that the potential is divergent in φ = 0 if q > 1.
If q = 1, we obtain the 4D power-law model [105, 106],
φ(t) = φ0 +
(
2n
3β21
)1/2
ln
(
t
t0
)
, (88)
V (φ) =
(
1− 1
3n
)(
n
β1t0
)2
exp
[
−
(
6β21
n
)1/2
(φ − φ0)
]
. (89)
There are no contracting solutions.
TABLE II: Exact cosmological solutions for an expanding scale factor a(t) = tn and a scalar field. Here, n > 1/3q > 0 and
φ0 = 0. B and C are proportionality coefficients depending on q and n.
Regime C φ(t) B V (φ)
GB t−1/2 φ6
4D ln t/t0 exp(−
√
2κ24/n φ)
RS2 t1/2 φ−2
Now, consider a scale factor of the form
a(t) = exp(p tn) , H = pn tn−1 , sgn(p) = sgn(n) , (90)
with
V (t) =
(
1 +
n− 1
3qpn
t−n
)(
pn
βq
)2/q
tn−2γ , (91)
where 2γ = n+ 2(1− n)/q; again, φ˙ = Aq,p,nt−γ , with
Aq,p,n =
(
2(1− n) (pn)1−θ
3qβ
2/q
q
)1/2
, (92)
real if q > 0 and n < 1. So,
ǫφH =
1− n
pn
t−n , ηφH =
γ
pn
t−n , ξ2
φH
=
γ
p2n2
t−2n . (93)
Note that the SR parameters decrease in time and inflation does not naturally end. The reality of the coefficient (92)
guarantees the weak energy condition (ρ + p ≥ 0, ρ ≥ 0) if t0 > n
√
(1 − n)/(3qpn); from Eq. (93) it then follows
that we get inflation from the very beginning only if q < 1/3. Same considerations are applied for the tachyonic
counterpart, with an additional factor 2 inside the root and a condition q < 2/3. If γ 6= 1, then
φ(t) =
Aq,p,n
1− γ t
1−γ , (94)
V (φ) =
[
Bq,p,n + Cq,p,nφ
n/(γ−1)
]
φ(n−2γ)/(1−γ) . (95)
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In particular, q = 2, γ = 1/2 corresponds to the solution for the Randall-Sundrum regime, while for q = 1, γ − 1 =
−n/2, one recovers the 4D intermediate inflation of [107, 108].
If γ = 1, then 0 6= θ 6= 1, n = n¯ = θ/(θ − 1) and
φ(t) = φ0 + A¯q,p ln
(
t
t0
)
, (96)
V (φ) =
{
B¯q,p + C¯q,p exp
[
− n¯
A¯q,p
(φ− φ0)
]}
exp
[
−2(1− n¯)
qA¯q,p
(φ− φ0)
]
. (97)
This solution can be applied to just one physically known case, namely, the Gauss-Bonnet regime, with n¯ = 1/2. The
contracting solutions are: p < 0, 0 < n 6= 1 (the case γ = 1 is possible only when 0 6= q < 1, q > 2); p > 0, n < 0 (the
case γ = 1 is possible only when 1 < q < 2).
TABLE III: Exact cosmological solutions for an expanding scale factor a(t) = exp(ptn) and a scalar field, with γ = n/2+ (1−
n)/q. Here, n < 1, sgn(p) = sgn(n) and φ0 = 0. B, C and D are proportionality coefficients depending on q, n and p.
Regime γ C φ(t) B V (φ)
GB 3/2− n tn−1/2
[
1 +Dφ2n/(1−2n)
]
φ6(n−1)/(2n−1)
GB 1 ln t/t0 [1 +D exp(−
C
2
φ)] exp(− 3C
2
φ)
4D 1− n/2 tn/2 (1 +Dφ−2)φ4(n−1)/n
RS2 1/2 t1/2 (1 +Dφ−2n)φ2(n−1)
B. Tachyon field models
With the power law (83), the tachyon field is
T (t) =
(
2
3qn
)1/2
t , sgn(n) = sgn(q) , (98)
and the SR parameters read
ǫTH =
1
n
, ηTH = ξTH = · · · = 0 ; (99)
the potential is
V =
(
1− 2
3qn
)1/2(
n
βqt
)2/q
(100)
=
(
1− 2
3qn
)1/2(
2n
3qβ2q
)1/q
T−2/q , n >
2
3q
> 0 . (101)
In order to connect this cosmological solution with string theory, we must take care both of the maximum and the
minimum of the potential. As regards the maximum at T0 = 0, if q > 0 then the potential (101) diverges; as it was
shown in [62], it is possible to regularize V and keep an approximated power-law scale factor (83). However, the
constance of the kinetic term, T˙ =
√
2/3qn < 1, which does not satisfy the conditions T˙ (t0) = 0 and T˙ (t∗) = 1,
suggests to regard this solution as an “intermediate time” model describing the rolling of the tachyon down its
potential, between the very beginning and the asymptotic regime with a pressureless tachyon dust and n = 2/(3q).
The power-law scalar model with constant SR parameters, Eq. (84), suffers from the same graceful-exit problem.
In the case of an exponential scale factor, Eq. (90), the first SR parameters are
ǫTH =
1− n
pn
t−n , ηTH =
1
2p
t−n , ξ2
TH
=
1
2p2n
t−2n , (102)
and the potential is
V (t) =
[
1 +
2(n− 1)
3qpn
t−n
]1/2(
pn
βq
)2/q
t2(n−1)/q . (103)
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TABLE IV: Exact cosmological solutions for an expanding scale factor a(t) = tn and a tachyon field. Here, n > 2/3q. B and
C are proportionality coefficients depending on q and n.
Regime C T (t) B V (T )
GB t T−3
4D t T−2
RS2 t T−1
Since T˙ 2 = [2(1− n)/(3qpn)] t−n, one has a real expanding solution when: p > 0 and 0 < n < 1; p < 0 and n < 0. If
n 6= 2, the solution is
T (t) =
2
2− n
[
2(1− n)
3qpn
]1/2
t1−n/2 , (104)
V (T ) =
[
Bq,p,n + Cq,p,nT
2n/(n−2)
]1/2
T 4(n−1)/[q(2−n)] . (105)
If n = 2, then T˙ 2 = −t−2/(3qp) and p < 0. The solution is
T (t) = T0 +
(−1
3qp
)1/2
ln
(
t
t0
)
, (106)
V (T ) =
{
1 +
1
3qpt20
exp[−2
√
−3qp (T − T0)]
}1/2(
2pt0
βq
)2/q
exp
[
2
√−3p
q
(T − T0)
]
. (107)
In the three cosmologies of interest, this solution is contracting. Other exact models can be found in [81, 82].
TABLE V: Exact cosmological solutions for an expanding scale factor a(t) = exp(ptn) and a tachyon field. Here, n > 2/3q.
B, C and D are proportionality coefficients depending on q and n.
Regime C T (t) B V (T )
GB t1−n/2
[
1 +DT 2n/(n−2)
]1/2
T 6(n−1)/(2−n)
4D t1−n/2
[
1 +DT 2n/(n−2)
]1/2
T 4(n−1)/(2−n)
RS2 t1−n/2
[
1 +DT 2n/(n−2)
]1/2
T 2(n−1)/(2−n)
It is possible to relate the solutions of the exponential model (90) to those of the power-law model. In the former
case, the dynamical equations are V ∝ (1+At−n) t2(n−1)/q and ψ˙ ∝ t−α, where α = −(n/2)+ (n− 1)/q for the scalar
field and α = −n/2 for the tachyon. In the limit n → 0, that is when the index of the equation of state w → const,
both the models formally approach the power-law solution with V ∝ t−2/q and φ˙ ∝ t−1/q , T˙ ∝ const.
VI. PATCH SR FORMALISM AND COSMOLOGICAL PERTURBATIONS
The advantage of combining the cosmological patch approach with the SR formalism is to provide, at least in
certain situations, a unique treatment of physical phenomena for a number of energy regimes. In this section we show
an example of this mechanism by discussing the spectra of cosmological perturbations generated by an inflationary
era. This topic has been widely (but not completely) explored elsewhere for the scalar field case; a list of references
is, e.g., in [12]. We use notation and definitions of [17].
Quantum fluctuations of the brane field generate scalar perturbations that can be treated with the linear theory. The
main point we will rely on is the independence of the behavior of the curvature perturbations from the gravitational
part of the action at sufficiently large scales [109]. It is then possible to consider a linearly perturbed effective 4D
metric with the same number of gauge degrees of freedom and borrow part of the standard perturbative formalism.
The perturbed metric in the longitudinal gauge reads
ds24
∣∣∣
brane
≈ a(τ)2[(1 + 2Φ) dτ2 − (1− 2Ψ)δij dxidxj ] , (108)
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where τ =
∫
dt/a(t) is the conformal time and Φ and Ψ are the gauge-invariant scalar potentials. Assuming that
the perturbed effective matter and gravity actions giving the equations of motion have the usual 4D structure, one
can perform pure four-dimensional calculations [independent of the FRW equation (6)] and obtain a Mukhanov-type
equation. This equation can be solved by an exact cosmological solution with constant slow-roll parameters; from
Sec. V we know we have such solutions at our disposal. By perturbing this solution with respect to small variations of
the SR parameters, one gets the scalar spectral amplitude. Note that this is not a full (4+n)-dimensional derivation,
even if its use is well motivated enough. Detailed assumptions and shortcomings of the present procedure in the
Randall-Sundrum case can be found, e.g., in [97, 110, 111].
Given a field ψ = φ, T on the brane, we define the curvature perturbation on comoving hypersurfaces as
R = −Ψ−H δψ
ψ˙
, (109)
to linear order. The scalar spectrum is
A2s ≡
4
25
Pψ ≡ 2k
3
25π2
〈|Rk|2〉 , (110)
where angular brackets denote the vacuum expectation value of the perturbation and a bold subscript indicates the
k-th Fourier mode.
A. Scalar field case
The Mukhanov equation for the scalar case is [112, 113, 114]
∂2τuk +
(
k2 − ∂
2
τz
z
)
uk = 0 , (111)
where ∂2τ denotes second derivate with respect to conformal time and uk are the coefficients of the plane wave expansion
of the canonical variable
u = −zR . (112)
Here,
z ≡ a(ρ+ p)
1/2
H
=
aφ˙
H
. (113)
Noting that ∂2τ = a
2(H∂t + ∂
2
t ), it is easy to see that
∂2τz
z
= a2H2
[
(1− ηφH + ǫφH)(2 − ηφH) + 1
H
(ǫ˙φH − η˙φH)
]
= 2a2H2
[
1 + ǫφH − 3
2
ηφH +O(ǫ
2)
]
, (114)
where we have isolated the leading order part which is all we need. If the SR parameters are small, then they are
constant to leading order because their derivatives are higher order. It is then reasonable to solve the Mukhanov
equation with exactly constant SR parameters and perturb the obtained solution. Then, since
τ = − 1
aH
1
1− ǫφH , (115)
Eq. (111) can be rewritten as
∂2τuk +
[
k2 − (ν
2 − 1/4)
τ2
]
uk = 0 , (116)
with
ν ≈ 3
2
− ηφH + 2ǫφH . (117)
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With constant ν, the solution of this equation is |uk| ∝ (−τ)1/2H(1)ν (−kτ), where H(1)ν is the Hankel function of the
first kind of order ν. In the long wavelength limit k/(aH)→ 0, when the mode with comoving wave number k is well
outside the horizon, the appropriately normalized solution becomes
|uk| = 2
ν−3/2
√
2k
Γ(ν)
Γ(3/2)
(−kτ)−ν+1/2 . (118)
Expanding the solution (118) to the same SR order of ν and substituting it in the previous definition, the scalar
spectrum is, to next-to-lowest SR order [115],
As = [1− (2C + 1)ǫφH + CηφH ] 1
5π
H2
φ˙
∣∣∣∣
k=aH
; (119)
here, C = γ+ln2−2 ≈ −0.73 is a numerical constant (γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant) coming from the expansion
2x
Γ(x+ 3/2)
Γ(3/2)
≈ 1− Cx , x≪ 1 ,
and expression (119) has the asymptotic form at large scales, k ≪ aH , but is written in terms of quantities evaluated
at the horizon crossing of the perturbation. By fixing the term in square brackets equal to 1, one gets the lowest-order
expression; this could be directly derived from the fluctuation spectrum of a massless scalar field outside the horizon,
by imposing equal-time commutation relations in curved (actually, de Sitter) spacetime [116],
[φ(x1, t), φ(x2, t)] = 0 = [Πφ(x1, t), Πφ(x2, t)] , (120a)
[φ(x1, t), Πφ(x2, t)] = ia
3δ(3)(x1 − x2) , (120b)
where Πφ = φ˙ is the conjugate momentum density. The Fourier transform of the fluctuation can be written as a
combination of harmonic oscillators,
δφk(t) = wk(t)ak + w
∗
k(t)a
†
−k , (121)
where the creation-annihilation operators satisfy the canonical commutation relations, [ak1 , a
†
k2
] = δk1k2 , etc. Near
horizon exit, a = k/H , and with negligible variation of H , the fluctuation amplitude turns out to be 〈|δφk|2〉 = |wk|2 =
H2/(2k3). Up to numerical factors, A2s ∝ (H2/φ˙2)Pφ, where Pφ ∝ k3〈|δφk|2〉; therefore, Eq. (119) is recovered to
lowest order. Note that this computation does not involve the Friedmann equation, Eq. (6), but only the 4D equation
of motion (15).
As a function of the potential, the amplitude (119) can be written to lowest SR order as [15]
As =
3β3q
5π
V 3q/2
V ′
; (122)
horizon-crossing evaluation is understood. Next-to-lowest order corrections come from the lowest-order relations
between H-SR and V-SR towers. The scalar spectral index is defined as
ns − 1 ≡ d lnA
2
s
d ln k
=
2
H(1− ǫH)
A˙s
As
, (123)
where we have used Eq. (78). To first SR-order, the spectral index is uniquely defined for any regime, the energy
dependence being relegated to the second order part via Eq. (32):
ns − 1 = (2ηφH − 4ǫφH) + 2(5C + 3)ǫφHηφH − 2Cξ2φH − 2[(4− θ) + 2(2− θ)C]ǫ2φH . (124)
The running of the scalar index is
α(φ,θ)s ≡
dns
d ln k
≈ 2 [2(θ − 2) ǫ2
φH
+ 5ǫφHηφH − ξ2φH
]
, (125)
plus third-order contributions. Equation (125) can be recast as
α(φ,θ)s ≈ ǫφH [5(ns − 1) + 4(3 + θ) ǫφH ] , (126)
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assuming that ξ ≪ max(ǫ, |η|). In fact, this approximation can be put into a milder form when considering different
patches, q and q′, with the same inflaton field, namely, that the parameter ξ is almost constant in the energy regime,
ξ(q) ≈ ξ(q′); this will be sufficient in order to compare theoretical results with observations. In the case of confrontation
between a scalar patch and a tachyon patch, it should be ξφ(q) ≈ ξT (q′). We will see in Sec. VII that SR parameters
of the two scenarios, with the same scale factor, approach one another order by order when q increases; therefore, the
last approximation is valid at a certain confidence level if q, q′ ≫ 1. Whichever assumption is chosen to neglect the
parameter ξ and write Eq. (125) in terms of observables, it is important to keep in mind that in general ξ cannot be
fairly eliminated, even if this is indeed the case in many reasonable situations.
B. Tachyon case
In a string-theoretical setup, the quantization of the tachyon Lagrangian (19) is a delicate and non-completely
explored subject; in particular, it is not clear yet if the promotion of the classical field to a quantum object correctly
describes quantum string theory [29]. Nonetheless, one may put aside high-energy motivations for the field theory
(19) and study its quantum behavior independently. We start from the commutation relations (120), with T instead
of φ and ΠT given by Eq. (47) in the long-wavelength limit. In momentum space, the field fluctuations are quantized
as in Eq. (121). Now the equation of motion for the perturbation δTk is not a simple Klein-Gordon equation as in the
scalar case; however, one can check that, near horizon crossing, the two-point function of the fluctuation is 〈|δTk|2〉 =
|wk|2 = H2/(2V k3). The computation is performed without adopting any particular gravitation background, except
for the hypothesis of quasi–de Sitter expansion. In order to absorb the potential into an expression which is dependent
only on the Hubble parameter, we must use Eq. (6), getting
PT ∝ k3〈|δTk|2〉 =
β2−θq H
θ
2cS
, (127)
where cS =
√−w =
√
1− T˙ 2. The presence of an extra V -term is also evident when comparing the amplitude
A2s ∝ V 3q+1/V ′2 with that in the scalar scenario, Eq. (122). Slow-roll corrections to this result can be computed
by a more refined treatment including back reaction from the effective 4D metric. The Mukhanov equation for the
tachyon case has been derived in a k-inflationary context; it reads [65, 68, 114, 117]
∂2τuk +
(
c2Sk
2 − ∂
2
τz
z
)
uk = 0 , (128)
where uk are the Fourier coefficients of u. In Eq. (112),
z ≡ a(ρ+ p)
1/2
cSH
=
1
β
1/q
q
aT˙
cSHθ/2
, (129)
where we have used ρ+ p = ρT˙ 2. Note that at large scales the curvature perturbation is conserved,
R˙ ≈ H
ρ+ p
δpnad = 0 , (130)
since δρ/ρ˙ = δT/T˙ and the non-adiabatic pressure perturbation δpnad ≡ p˙ [(δp/p˙) − (δρ/ρ˙)] vanishes identically.
Despite of what happens in the scalar field case, θ appears explicitly in the definition of z. It turns out that
∂2τz
z
= a2H2
[
2 +
(
3θ
2
− 1
)
ǫTH − 3ηTH +O(ǫ2)
]
, (131)
O(ǫ2) = η2
TH
+ ξ2
φH
+
θ
2
(
θ
2
− 1
)
ǫ2
TH
− 2θǫTHηTH + δ2[3 + (θ − 1) ǫTH − 2ηTH + δ2] + (δ
2)
.
H
, (132)
where δ2 = −c˙S/(cSH) = O(ǫ2). With constant SR parameters, one has
∂2τuk +
[
c2Sk
2 − (ν
2 − 1/4)
τ2
]
uk = 0 , (133)
with
ν ≈ 3
2
− ηTH +
(
θ
2
+ 1
)
ǫTH . (134)
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Again, the solution is of Hankel type but with a rescaled wave number k → cSk. Putting it in the definition of the
scalar spectral amplitude (110) and tracing cS ’s factors yields
As = (1− ωǫTH + CηTH) β
1−θ/2
q
5π
H1+θ/2
T˙
∣∣∣∣∣
k=aH
, (135)
in agreement with Eq. (127). Here,
ω ≡
(
C +
5
6
)
+
θ
2
(
C +
1
6
)
. (136)
In the four-dimensional case θ = 0, we recover the results of [81, 117]. To lowest order, it is the same amplitude as
that in the non-tachyonic case, if expressed as a function of H and its time derivative:
A2s ≈
3qβ2−θq
25π2
H2+θ
2ǫH
. (137)
This is not surprising, since in the ESR regime the dynamics are almost the same, as explained in Sec. VII. The
spectral index turns out to be
ns − 1 = [2ηTH − (2 + θ) ǫTH ] + 2 (C + 1 + 2ω) ǫTHηTH − 2Cξ2TH − (2 + θ)ǫ2TH , (138)
while for the running one gets
α(T,θ)s ≈ 2
[
(3 + θ) ǫTHηTH − ξ2TH
]
(139)
≈ (3 + θ) ǫTH [(ns − 1) + (2 + θ) ǫTH ] . (140)
Note that, to first order, the scalar spectral index is different with respect to the non-tachyon index. In [81] the lowest-
order indices do coincide but because of the use of the horizon-flow parameters ǫ(flow)i . As it was shown in [98], these
parameters do not properly encode inflationary dynamics even if they provide a good algorithm for reconstructing the
inflationary potentials. In standard notation, ǫ(flow)1 = ǫH and either ǫ
(flow)
2 = (2 − θ) ǫφH − 2ηφH or ǫ(flow)2 = −2ηTH ,
to be used when differentiating Eq. (137). In this sense, our choice of SR parameters better highlights the difference
between the two dynamics already to first-order. However, from the point of view of making predictions and comparing
them with observations, the H-SR tower and the horizon-flow tower are completely equivalent, as it is shown in the
next section.
C. Scalar versus tachyon in 4D and Randall-Sundrum cosmologies: consistency equations
To compare these models with observations would require the tensor spectrum generated by the gravity sector,
which never entered our calculations except for the modified Friedmann equation. In this case it would be possible to
construct several “consistency equations” relating cosmological observables in a way typical of inflationary scenarios,
in which the scalar and gravitational spectra are originated by a unique mechanism. The key point is the knowledge
of the behavior of gravity modes on the brane, that is how Kaluza-Klein modes couple with the zero mode confined
on the 4D variety. In the standard cosmological scenario, the computation of the tensor spectrum and consistency
equations has been performed in a FRW universe to next-to-leading SR order; in the Randall-Sundrum scenario there
are only leading-SR-order results [118], while more investigation has been carried on for a marginally perturbed de
Sitter brane [119, 120]. Many of the problems arise because of the extra degree of freedom provided by the radion and,
in general, a complete solution of the Einstein equations with boundary conditions is difficult to achieve. To leading
order, the consistency relation for a scalar-driven inflation is the same in 4D and RS scenarios and a discrimination
between them, at least by this method, is not possible. However, quasi-de Sitter computations show a break of
the degeneracy and even a possible non-closed structure. Evidences of this in the case of smoothly varying Hubble
parameter are also provided [111]; it is shown that departures from the standard form of the scalar amplitude would
spoil the 4D structure of the consistency relations.
To lowest-order, the squared tensor amplitude in the full Randall-Sundrum model is
A2t =
κ24
25π2
H2
2
F 2
(
H
µ
)
, (141)
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where the subscript “t” stands for “tensor” and
F (x) =
[√
1 + x2 − x2 ln
(
1/x+
√
1 + 1/x2
)]−1/2
.
In the limit ρ≪ λ, F (x) ∼ 1 and one recovers the four-dimensional spectrum,
A2t,4D =
κ24
25π2
H2
2
, (142)
with spectral index
nt ≡ d lnA
2
t
d ln k
≈ −2ǫH ; (143)
in the high-energy limit,
A2t,RS =
κ24
25π2
3H3
4µ
, (144)
where µ =
√
λκ24/6 . The spectral index is
nt ≈ −3ǫH . (145)
As one can see from Eq. (137), to lowest-order the scalar amplitude does not discriminate between tachyon and
non-tachyon inflation; therefore, since the tensor amplitude At is independent of the brane content, the lowest-order
consistency equation is degenerate with respect to the brane content [81]. Defining r = A2t /A
2
s, what comes out is
that the consistency equation is
nt = −2r , θ = 0, 1 ψ = φ, T . (146)
We do not know if this leading-order degeneracy persists for other braneworld models. The next-to-lowest order
consistency relation indeed breaks the degeneracy between scalar field and tachyon field models, but the effect is
O(r2) for θ = 0. As explained above, there are no definite results for next-to-leading expressions when θ = 1; the
procedure of [111] brings a deviation from the 4D scenario of order O(r2) in the case of a scalar field, so the same
order of magnitude will characterize the tachyon model. In any case, this effect is too small to be detected by the
experiments of this generation, for example the CMB probes WMAP and Planck. A more useful quantity might
be the scalar running (the consistency equation for the running of the tensor index is degenerate). In terms of SR
parameters, this is a second-order quantity but it comes from the lowest-order part of the scalar amplitude. For the
scalar field, we get
α(φ, 0)s =
3r
3
[12r + 5(ns − 1)] , (147)
α(φ, 1)s =
2r
3
[
32
3
r + 5(ns − 1)
]
. (148)
Let us now use the estimate of observables coming from the first-year data of WMAP [121, 122, 123]. By inserting
the upper bound for the tensor-to-scalar amplitude ratio rmax = 0.06 [121] and the best fit for the scalar index of
[122], ns = 0.93, we find α
(φ, 0)
s − α(φ, 1)s = O(10−2), which is close to the error in the estimate of [123]. However, for
lower tensor-to-scalar ratios, the effect quits the window of detectability. For the tachyon field,
α(T, 0)s =
9r
3
[2r + (ns − 1)] , (149)
α(T, 1)s =
8r
3
[2r + (ns − 1)] . (150)
Unfortunately, α(T, 0)s − α(T, 1)s = O(10−3) = O(r2) and the tachyon RS scenario does not differ considerably from
the four-dimensional one; same order of magnitude for α(φ, 1)s − α(T, i)s . On the contrary, a comparison with the 4D
scalar field scenario gives α(φ, 0)s − α(T, i)s = O(10−2). We stress once again that the calculations of this section are
fully justified only in four dimensions; a complete treatment of cosmological perturbations requires the full Einstein
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equations with boundary conditions of a given theory of gravity. However, it is instructive to find that scalar-driven
and tachyon-driven scenarios lead to different predictions already in the standard 4D model,
α(φ, 0)s − α(T, 0)s = 2r [3r + (ns − 1)] ≈ 0.01 . (151)
With a lower tensor-to-scalar ratio r and a scalar spectrum closer to scale invariance, discrimination between the
two scenarios becomes harder to carry on via consistency equations. Define ∆α
(ψqψ
′
q′
)
s ≡ α(ψ, q)s − α(ψ′, q′)s ; for a scale-
invariant spectrum (ns = 1) and taking the ratio r = rmax/2 = 0.03, which is within the 2σ likelihood bound of
[124], from Eq. (151) we have ∆α(φ0T0)s ≈ 0.005, while for r = rmax/3 = 0.02 we get ∆α(φ0T0)s ≈ 0.002, one order
of magnitude smaller than the most optimistic high-ratio case. Figures 3 and 4 show the ∆α
(ψqψ
′
q′
)
s ’s for various
combinations of models with ns = 1 and ns = 0.93, respectively.
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FIG. 3: Comparison of the running of the scalar index in several cosmological scenarios with ns = 1. Upper group: 4D
scalar vs RS tachyon [∆α
(φ0T1)
s , thick dashed line]; 4D scalar vs 4D tachyon [∆α
(φ0T0)
s , thick solid line]; 4D scalar vs RS scalar
[∆α
(φ0φ1)
s , thick dot-dashed line]. Lower group: RS scalar vs RS tachyon [∆α
(φ1T1)
s , thin dashed line]; RS scalar vs 4D tachyon
[∆α
(φ1T0)
s , thin solid line]; 4D tachyon vs RS tachyon [∆α
(T0T1)
s , thin dot-dashed line].
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FIG. 4: Comparison of the running of the scalar index in several cosmological scenarios with ns = 0.93 (best fit of [122]): 4D
scalar vs RS tachyon [∆α
(φ0T1)
s , thick dashed line]; 4D scalar vs 4D tachyon [∆α
(φ0T0)
s , thick solid line]; 4D scalar vs RS scalar
[∆α
(φ0φ1)
s , thick dot-dashed line]; RS scalar vs RS tachyon [∆α
(φ1T1)
s , thin dashed line]; RS scalar vs 4D tachyon [∆α
(φ1T0)
s ,
thin solid line]; 4D tachyon vs RS tachyon [∆α
(T0T1)
s , thin dot-dashed line].
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VII. RELATIONS BETWEEN SCALAR-DOMINATED AND TACHYON-DOMINATED COSMOLOGIES
Because of the non-standard kinetic term in the equation of motion for the tachyon, there is no field redefinition
connecting Eqs. (15) and (22); in other words, the scalar and tachyon field are dynamically inequivalent. However,
it is direct to see that in the extreme slow-roll approximation the two descriptions are not distinguishable to lowest
SR order, since, near a local extremum V ≈ const, one can rescale T such that φ = √V T and V (φ) ≈ V (T ). This is
even clearer looking at the Hamilton-Jacobi equations, Eqs. (29) and (44), which are equal up to a second SR order
term. For this reason, any cosmological observable generated by an inflationary mechanism with sufficient slow rolling
will be rather insensitive to which of the equations of motion is governing the dynamics. As an example, we consider
inflationary non-Gaussianity in the Appendix. In general, this first order correspondence between scalar-filled and
tachyon-filled backgrounds allows to to relate cosmologies with different index q [60]. Thus, one might expect similar
predictions for first-order quantities when there is no brane-bulk exchange; however, second order effects may not be
irrelevant when comparing the theory with observations, as it has been seen in Sec. VI. Outside the SR regime, the
tachyon dynamics may lead to qualitatively different scenarios [82].
Another useful correspondence appears when taking the limit q →∞ (θ → 2). Then, the SR towers (25) and (51)
acquire the same dependence on the Hubble parameter; this fact, together with Eq. (52), tells us that the inflaton
field formally tends to an evolution equation ψ˙ ∼ H ′/(qH2). Here “formally” means that, from a dynamical point
of view, this limit is trivial because it forces the inflaton field to a static background [Eqs. (80) and (81) guarantee
that perturbations are frozen]. Nonetheless, if one keeps non-vanishing slow-roll parameters, it can help to derive and
check tachyon H-SR tower and formulae from those of the scalar case; see Eqs. (32) and (53). In fact, general SR
combinations will contain θ factors and remain asymptotically finite; a cross comparison of the slow-roll equations in
Secs. VIA and VIB nicely shows this feature.
Looking at the exact solutions of the previous section, when going to the limit q →∞ in the kinetic term ψ˙, scalar
solutions approach the tachyon ones within a given background scale factor; in particular, α → −n/2 and Eq. (93)
matches Eq. (102). Using this trick, dynamically inequivalent setups are connected when considering the formal time
evolution of the inflaton field with respect to the asymptotic gravitational background. In the horizon-flow language
[94, 95], this is equivalent to consider the static solution as the common fixed point of the scalar and tachyon theories,
with β-function given by β ∼ ψ˙ and in the limit in which the horizon-flow tower of the scalar theory approaches the
H-SR tower and becomes dynamical.
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have explored the behavior of scalar field and tachyon field dynamics by reformulating the Hamilton-
Jacobi equations in terms of towers of slow-roll parameters; exact cosmological solutions and the behavior of the
inflationary attractor have been provided, as well as the spectra of cosmological perturbations. Scalar-driven and
tachyon-driven scenarios are compared and a first-SR-order correspondence is found. In the Appendix some comments
on the inflationary bispectrum are made.
It has been assumed that a non-standard Friedmann equation is originated in a non-trivial gravitational context,
in which the presence of extra dimensions and the confinement of the visible Universe on a 3-brane determines the
effective geometry a brane observer experiences. Indeed this is what explicit gravity models may produce, for example
the Randall-Sundrum and the Gauss-Bonnet scenarios. In particular energy regimes, the effective Hubble parameter
scales as a power of the energy density on the brane, H˜2 = ρq; we have restricted our analysis to such a “patch”
cosmology with constant q. This approach does not account for the full structure of the effective Friedmann equation,
that must recover the four-dimensional behavior at a sufficiently low density-to-brane tension ratio; however, this
is sufficient to formulate most of the non-standard predictions concerning the brane content that arise when the
4D Friedmann equation is violated, q 6= 1. On the contrary, quantities such as the gravitational spectrum must be
computed with a complete gravity theory at hand.
With no reference to the gravitational sector, two important assumptions, intimately connected with the evolution
of the matter content, emerge; namely, to consider an empty bulk and neglect the Weyl tensor contribution. In
particular, there is no source term in the continuity equation (7). In the Randall-Sundrum model, several works
have shown that bulk physics mainly affects the small-scale or late-time cosmological structures, i.e., that part of
the spectrum which is dominated by post-inflationary physics [125, 126, 127, 128, 129]. However, it is possible that
a non-zero brane-bulk flux would modify the inflationary spectra. For instance, production of particles when the
inflaton does not lie in its vacuum state may generate a non-Gaussianity signature during the accelerated expansion
[130, 131]. Cosmic microwave background (CMB) observations strongly constrain the maximum number density
of these particles and the n-point correlation functions of the resulting perturbations; with a brane-bulk exchange
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mechanism and interactions at the KK energy scale, this number density, as well as the predicted non-Gaussianity,
may vary non-trivially. Thus, the adoption of a modified continuity equation may lead to a richer scenario. See,
e.g., [132, 133, 134, 135] for Randall-Sundrum cosmologies with non-diagonal bulk stress-energy tensor and [136] for
a six-dimensional example.
We have focused our attention on patch cosmologies with positive q index, since braneworld models, including the
above-mentioned scenarios, generally lay in this range of values. This choice may be justified by other considerations
which in turn lead to interesting possibilities.
First, according to Eq. (9), it is not possible to pass from an energy regime A to another B with sgn(qB) = −sgn(qA)
without spoiling the monotonicity of the Hubble parameter. If the dominant energy condition holds, this eventuality
might be discarder if one believes in dS-CFT correspondence [137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147,
148, 149], relating time evolution in a de Sitter cosmology to the renormalization group flow of a dual boundary field
theory. From a cosmological point of view, the infrared fixed point corresponds to an early inflationary period driven
by an effective large cosmological constant ΛIR and a small number of effective degrees of freedom, nDOF ∼ 1/ΛIR,
while the ultraviolet fixed point is a late-time de Sitter universe with a small cosmological constant ΛUV and high
number of degrees of freedom. In dS4, the flow is governed by a monotonically varying c-function or central charge
c ∝ H−2. Then, since standard cosmology has q = 1 and H > 0, the irreversibility of the flow imposes that q should
be always positive. However, apart from intrinsic theoretical problems for this conjectured equivalence, transitions
between two such (inflationary) regimes are beyond the scope of the simplified energy-patch cosmology we adopted
and, indeed, of the RG approach explored so far (see references for details).6 The author does not know how to
reasonably apply such a duality to the present case of an effective 4D quasi–de Sitter brane universe embedded in
a higher-dimensional bulk; therefore, a comparison with a holographic picture appears still unclear and will not be
done here.
Secondly, consider the case of a scalar field, Eq. (14); as discussed in the previous section, an ESR expansion of
the energy density yields ρq ∝ qφ˙2eff/2 + Veff , where the effective theory includes the dimensional contribution of
βq. If q < 0, the kinetic term has the wrong sign and this may lead to unitarity problems when quantizing the brane
field (also: particles with negative energy propagate forward in time); for a scalar field with positive energy density
and equation of state p = wρ, this corresponds to a violation of the null energy condition, ρ + p ≥ 0, a reasonable
assumption according to which light rays are focused by matter.
However, negative kinetic energies arise in supersymmetric models and higher-derivative-gravity theories [152, 153],
while string models can describe brane physics in which the effective 4D null energy condition is not preserved [154];
last but not least, anti–de Sitter configurations do violate the dominant energy condition. Until now, the standard
lore of well-established energy conditions has been adopted. What about abandoning the old path in favour of
more speculative scenarios? In particular, can some of the most popular objections against embarrassing forms of
matter be circumvented [155]? Recently, many people have been considering scenarios in which the dark energy
content of the observable Universe is of a non-conventional nature, namely, violating the null energy condition (see
[156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173] for the case of a non-canonical
scalar field and [174, 175, 176] for the tachyon case). This “phantom cosmology”7 [156], while successfully exploring
previously forbidden regions in the space of parameters, does not avoid criticisms [177, 178]. Anyhow, it would be
interesting to ask what is the phenomenology of an early-universe short phantom era with ultra-negative equation of
state and generalized Friedmann equation.
From a mathematical point of view, the phantom universe displays interesting properties such as the presence
of a finite-time singularity when w in constant [big smash or big rip [156, 179, 180], see Eq. (11) with w < −1]
and a correspondence [181, 182, 183, 184] resembling (but not equivalent to) the scale-factor duality of pre-big-
bang cosmology which is a symmetry of the low-energy string effective action and is achieved with the mapping
a(t) → 1/a(−t) [185, 186] (for some reviews on string and pre-big-bang cosmology, see [187, 188, 189]). Also patch
cosmologies with negative q have a finite-time singularity with divergent scale factor, even if the density evolution
shows the opposite trend. This fact, together with the non-canonical effective theory which seems to characterize such
models, invites to investigate if there is some relation between q < 0 patch cosmologies and models with phantom
fluids or, more generally, if suitable low-energy theories with dilatonic coupling may reproduce this class of effective
6 More generally [150], the holographic principle experiences several difficulties in a cosmological context, in particular with inflation [151].
7 The zoology of “phantom physics” would be quite rich and, indeed, drawn by modifications of just two kinds of fields. Let [sgn(ρ), sgn(w+
1), sgn(B)] describe a field with equation of state ρ+ p = ρ(1 +w) and kinetic energy proportional to the parameter B. Given a scalar
field with energy density ρ = Bφ˙2/2+V , violations of the null energy condition can be achieved with either [+,−,−] (type-I phantoms,
commonly known as dark energy “phantoms” or “ghosts”) or [−,+,−] (type-II phantoms). Given a tachyon field with ρ+ p = ρBT˙ 2,
violations corresponds to either [+,−,−] or [−,+,+] (semiphantoms). Conversely, if ρ + p > 0, then one has either standard matter
[+,+,+], type-III phantoms [−,−,+] (scalar case), or superphantoms [−,−,−] (tachyon case).
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Friedmann equations.
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APPENDIX: SLOW-ROLL CORRESPONDENCE AND INFLATIONARY NON-GAUSSIANITY
According to the inflationary paradigm, small quantum fluctuations of the inflaton field are amplified to cosmological
scale by the accelerated expansion. These perturbations then leave their imprint into the cosmic microwave background
as thermal anisotropies. Two main physical observables generated by this mechanism are the scalar spectrum, which
is (the Fourier transform of) the two-point correlation function of scalar perturbations, and the bispectrum, coming
from the three-point function. For the gravitational potential Φ, this reads
〈Φ(k1)Φ(k2)Φ(k3)〉 = (2π)3δ3 (k1 + k2 + k3)
∑
i<j
fNL(ki,kj)PΦ(ki)PΦ(kj) , (A.1)
where PΦ is the gravitational spectrum and sum indices run from 1 to 3. The non-linearity parameter fNL allows to
write the gravitational potential in terms of its linear Gaussian part ΦL; in real space,
Φ(x) = ΦL(x) +
1
2
fNL
[
Φ2L(x)−
〈
Φ2L(x)
〉]
. (A.2)
If the statistical distribution is Gaussian, fNL = 0, then the three-point function vanishes.
In four dimensions, it turns out that the inflationary contribution to the non-linear parameter is fφNL = O(ns−1) =
O(ǫ) for a single scalar field [190, 191]. The above considerations suggest that a similar effect should arise in the
tachyon-driven scenario. We have verified this by using the stochastic approach of Gangui et al. [192]. This approach
permits us to estimate the order of magnitude of the effect by just considering second-order fluctuations of a self-
interacting inflaton field and no gravitational fluctuations. This might seem too crude an approximation, since one
should go up to second order in perturbation theory in order to fully take gravitational back-reaction into account
and treat the bispectrum consistently. Surprisingly, the inflaton perturbation really encodes the main feature of
the model apart from the resulting incorrect combination of SR parameters. So, fTNL = O(ǫ). On the other side,
even if a full second-order calculation for tachyon fluctuations would provide the exact result, one should note that
the post-inflationary era greatly enhances non-Gaussianity, up to f postNL = O(1) [193, 194]. Therefore, the effect is
subdominant.
Actually, we have performed the calculation with the general FRW equation (6) and the V-SR tower both for the
scalar field and the tachyon. However, in the presence of extra dimensions the gravitational contribution may lead
to a non-trivial behavior of second order perturbations, since to this order the interplay between extra-horizon scales
and small scales may become quite delicate. This would impose a more rigorous treatment and a full second-order
calculation in order to carefully evaluate non-Gaussianity produced during inflation.
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